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There has been a recent demand for popcorn topicals. Well,
guess what?? They’re finally here!!
Our R&D lab team has recently developed a new line of sweet
and savory topicals. In this issue we will feature our new line of
popcorn topicals that include Hatch Chili Cheddar all the way to
White Vanilla Seasoning. Drizzle your popcorn with any one of
our new seasonings and it’ll be sure to spice up your snack! Find
one that’s right for you! Lastly, on page 3, you will find our
favorite Halloween Movies. Needless to say, we are ready for the
holiday season. Enjoy!

See what’s Poppin’
Popcorn became the snack identified with
cinemas during World War II after the
Great Depression almost forced owners to
shut down their theaters. Since popcorn
was an affordable snack, owners began
allowing vendors to sell popcorn in the
cinema lobby’s for a percentage of their
profit. Popcorn has come a long way from
those days and is now estimated to grow
7% in popularity by 2020. Why is popcorn
so popular? Well there are many reasons,
but the main one is because the average
consumer is becoming more educated
about what they eat and popcorn provides
a low calorie, healthy snack. Popcorn may
be a healthy snack, but doesn’t mean it has
to be a boring one. See our new line of
popcorn seasonings below.

Monica, Miriam, and Cynthia at this years Longhorn
IFT Suppliers’ Night in Frisco, TX.

What’s Cooking in R&D – Today’s Edition: Popcorn Topicals
Roasted Smoky Jalapeno Seasoning - This blend will remind you of grilling on game day. There is a strong
kick from the jalapeno followed by a smoky taste, like it came straight off the grill or out of the smoker. The perfect addition to your game day bowl of popcorn.
Hatch Chili Cheddar Seasoning - Hatch Chili lovers can now enjoy the flavor out of season. An excellent mixture of mild Hatch Chiles and mild cheddar cheese. This blend with bring a strong savory flavor with a slight
kick to your next bag of popcorn.
Queso Popcorn Seasoning - What’s better than popcorn on a chilly fall night? Everyone loves queso, so why
not combine the two to offer a snack with a burst of extreme flavor! Queso popcorn seasoning will transform
your popcorn to a heartier, more fulfilling snack.
White Vanilla Seasoning - Satisfy your sweet tooth with our new White Vanilla popcorn flavor. The sweet yet
light vanilla flavor is just enough to give you the nostalgic feeling of homemade candy while the popcorn adds a
satisfying crunch to this new take on an old classic.
Smoked Bacon & Cheddar Seasoning - A smoky and tasty bacon cheddar popcorn seasoning that combines all
these wonderful flavors into a mouthwatering popcorn snack. The smoky aroma paired with the timeless combination of bacon and cheddar make it a scrumptious snack to enjoy with a Saturday night movie.
Chicken & Waffle Seasoning - Bring the best part of brunch with you on your day, while leaving out the mess.
This new Chicken and Waffle popcorn flavor has all the mouth-watering fried chicken flavor you could ever
want, along with the sensational sweetness of maple syrup in a combination that is sure to leave you satisfied.
Mexican Chocolate Seasoning - Indulge with a rich chocolate flavored popcorn that includes notes of cinnamon. The touch of vanilla will also make it a perfect holiday treat . This delicious seasoning will satisfy your
sweet tooth craving without the guilt.
Other flavors that we carry: Buffalo Ranch, BBQ w/Pineapple Flavor, Pumpkin Spice
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Please email Monica Tomlinson for more information or sample requests!
Please allow two or more weeks for samples. Minimum orders may apply.
If you would like to be removed from the mailing list, please reply to this email with your request.
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